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ABSTRACT Hajj and Umrah are Muslims’ religious pilgrimages to Makkah, Saudi Arabia. Hajj is
considered the largest annual gathering in the world. In Islam, every adult is obligated to conduct Hajj and
Umrah at least once if he/she is in good health and can afford to do so. Hajj takes place between the 8th and the
13th day of Dhul Hijjah, which is the last month of the Islamic year while Umrah, the minor pilgrimage, could
be done any time of the year. In Hajj, pilgrims, also known as Hajjis, travel around 15 km and pilgrims have
the choice to do it by foot, bus or by train. The Hajj journey starts fromMina, which is considered the largest
tent city in the world because it hosts more than 10,000 fire resistant tents, and includes various religious
rituals. Around 3 million Muslims from more than 183 countries make Hajj every year and the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia is working on increasing this number. Since 1989, researchers in various ICT domains have
tried leveraging their expertise in solving challenges and issues related to Hajj and Umrah. Although several
papers have surveyed efforts using technology in Hajj andUmrah research, none of themwas comprehensive.
In this paper, I classified research efforts that used information and communication technologies for solving
Hajj andUmrah challenges over the past 33 years based on their applications in 10 categories. I also identified
more than 30 technologies used by researchers all over the world to address Hajj and Umrah issues and group
research efforts based on these technologies for ease of access. Furthermore, open challenges were discussed
and new technologies that could be used to address these challenges were proposed.

INDEX TERMS Crowdsourcing, global positioning system, Internet of Things, RFID, wearable sensors,
wireless sensor network.

I. INTRODUCTION
Hajj is the Muslims’ annual pilgrimage. It is considered one
of the world’s largest gatherings, as millions of people flock
to Makkah, Saudi Arabia, to participate in the fifth pillar of
Islam. Hajj takes place between the 8th and the 13th day of
Dhul Hijjah, which is the last month of the Islamic year.
Muslims from countries all over the world gather together
for five to six days to celebrate their history. From the Grand
Masjid to the mount of Arafat, the rituals include Ka’ba cir-
cumambulation and walking between Safa and Marwa hills.
The journey length is around 15 km and pilgrims have the
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choice to do it by foot, bus or by train. Prior to COVID-19,
Hajj used to attract more than three million pilgrims every
year, as shown in Table 1. Through the Doyof Al-Rahman
Vision Realization Program [1], Saudi Arabia is trying hard
to increase this number by the year 2030.

Visitors to the two holy cities face many challenges during
various phases in Hajj. First and foremost, all the pilgrims
must stay in a specific geographic area for a specific period
of time. For example, all pilgrims must pass by Arafat in the
daytime of the 9th of Dhul Hijjah and stay there until sunset.
Managing the crowd movement of millions of pilgrims is
challenging. Also, the diversity of the pilgrims imposes an
additional communication barrier, as they come from more
than 183 countries around the world [2] and speak many
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FIGURE 1. Transportation means used to carry domestic pilgrims to
Makkah in 2019 Hajj classified by way of arrival.

different languages. Moreover, the timing for Hajj follows
the lunar calendar system and hence, it could occur in the
hottest month in the summer or in the coldest month in the
winter. Furthermore, the restriction on what the pilgrims can
wear or do, called Mahdhorat Al-Ihram, poses another set of
challenges. For example, men cannot cover their heads during
Ihram. In addition, pilgrims are often in close contact with
each other. Thus, there is an increased risk of viral infections.
As 75% of the pilgrims are usually between 35 and 64 years
old [3], the majority of the pilgrims could be classified as
elderly and chronically ill patients.

Over the last three decades, researchers from all over
the world were proposing ICT as an efficient way to solve
pressing Hajj needs. Most of the efforts focused on crowd
management in order to avoid stampedes similar to the one
that happened in 2015 resulting in the death of a thousand pil-
grims [4]. Other researchers focused on providing additional
services to pilgrims in their preferred languages. Moreover,
researchers tackled the issue of tracking and guiding lost
pilgrims using wearables and smart devices. Taking care of
pilgrims’ health was also a key area that many researchers
were focusing on. Teaching and learning in Hajj was also
one of the areas that benefited a lot from ICT. As shown
in Fig. 1, buses and cars are used the main transportation
method taking pilgrims to/from the sacred sites. Hence, many
research papers tackled the issue of making these buses
smarter through intelligent transportation systems. Finally,
future planning was proposed in the literature to help improve
the smoothness of various steps performed by the Hajjis.

Many technologies were proposed in order to tackle Hajj
and Umrah challenges [5]. Communication and networking
technologies were among themost suggested of technologies.
In fact, various types of networking protocols were utilized
and several novel network infrastructure architectures were
proposed to ease the communication between pilgrims and
the authorities in case of emergencies or disasters. However,
the utilization of the latest wireless technologies, such as
IEEE 802.11ax and 6G, in supporting pilgrims communi-
cation is yet to be considered. Also, GPS plays a vital role
in many proposals that target location tracking. Moreover,
modeling and simulation were used heavily in an effort

to understand the crowd behavior and dynamics in various
stages of the Hajj journey. Image processing and computer
vision technologies were also applied to leverage the great
CCTV infrastructure that is readily available in the sacred
places. Also, AIwas proposed to overcome several challenges
that the pilgrims are suffering from. Last but not least, smart-
phones and social media applications were also proposed
massively in the literature to help provide a better experience
for Hajjis. However, these technologies could have a negative
impact on the spiritual experience of the pilgrims [6]–[8].

Using ICT in solving Hajj and Umrah challenges is still
an open challenge despite the great effort that has been put
forward until now [9]. In 2018, the Saudi Federation for
Cybersecurity, Programming and Drones organized the Hajj
Hackathon to bridge the gap between technology and pil-
grims’ needs on the ground [10]. With around 3000 program-
mers from 100 countries, Hajj Hackathon was featured in the
Guinness Book of World Records as the hackathon with the
most participants. Similarly, The Institute of Hajj and Umrah
Research is organizing a similar hackathon in 2022, called
Hajjathon [11]. The goal of Hajjathon is to motivate software
developers and innovators to solve open Hajj challenges in
11 fields, including transportation, health, crowd manage-
ment, housing, travel arrangements, among others. In fact,
one of the fields that I expect many Hajjathon participants
will be focusing on is fintech solutions for pilgrims. Fintech
is important to ease the difficulty faced by pilgrims while
buying goods and gifts. Waste management is also among the
fields of the Hajjathon. Just imagining the amount of waste
generated by over 3 million pilgrims during this 6-day jour-
ney is enough to understand the size of the problem. Tourism
and sightseeing are other fields targeted by the Hajjathon
because they are underserviced from the technology point of
view [12].

To the best of my knowledge, this is the first comprehen-
sive work that surveyed the use of ICT in solving Hajj and
Umrah challenges. The contribution of this paper is threefold:
• Classify efforts using Information and Communication
Technologies in solving Hajj and Umrah challenges in
the past based on the use and need to ten categories.

• Identify thirty three technologies proposed by
researchers all over the world to address Hajj and Umrah
issues and group research efforts based on these tech-
nologies for ease of referencing.

• Discuss nine open challenges and new technologies that
could be leveraged to address pilgrims’ pressing needs.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
In the beginning, I briefly describe the journeys of Hajj
and Umrah, and illustrate various terminologies to provide
context to the readers in Sec. II. After that, I discuss related
survey papers in the literature and their shortcomings in
Sec. III. Following to that, Sec. IV presents the classification
of research efforts using ICT in the Hajj and Umrah field
based on the need and the application. Then, I grouped all
referenced papers based on the technology used in Sec. V for
ease of accessing. After that, the open challenges in Hajj and
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TABLE 1. Total number of pilgrims between 2010 and 2019 [13].

Umrah were discussed in Sec. VI, along with future avenues
of research. Finally, I conclude the survey paper in Sec. VII.

II. BACKGROUND
Hajj, or the pilgrimage to Makkah, is one of the five pillars
of Islam. Hajj is obligatory once in the life time for each
Muslim if he/she is able. Makkah is considered one of the
most sacred places in Islam, as it witnessed the birth of the
Prophet Mohammad PBUH. In the early 7th century, Prophet
Mohammad received the first revelations in Makkah. More-
over, Makkah is where the Ka’ba, the cube-shaped building,
is located, which is the holiest site for Muslims all over the
world. In fact, pilgrimage to Makkah used to happen even
before Islam. Ka’ba, which is located in the center of the
Grand Mosque, is believed to be built by Prophet Abraham
and his son Prophet Ishmael a long time back. Arab tribes
from various parts of the Arabian Peninsula gathered for Hajj
in the sacred month. In this month, violence was forbidden
resulting in flourishing trade.

The typical duration of Hajj is six days and could be
completed in as short as four days. During this period, Hajjis
are involved in a series of rituals that must be completed in a
specific order and at specific timings and locations, mimick-
ing Prophet Muhammad’s Hajj that he led back in in 632, the
year of his death. These rituals take place in Makkah and in
the areas around it. In the rest of this section, we will describe
each of these rituals briefly. We will outline the locations
that the pilgrim will be visiting in sequence, as shown in
Fig. 2. Umrah is a shorter version of Hajj and normally lasts
a couple of hours. In Umrah, pilgrims are required basically
to do only two rituals, which are Tawaf and Sa’i. Both the
rituals could be completed in the Grand Mosque. The main
difference between Hajj and Umrah is the fact that the latter
does not have a specific timing, i.e., Umrah could be done
any time of the year. This is why pilgrims come to Makkah
for Umrah all over the year. In fact, Umrah and Hajj could be
combined together in what is called Qiran. If they are spaced
out, then they are called Tamattu. Finally, Hajj is called Ifrad
if it is done alone.

A. THE RITUALS
1) IHRAM
Ihram is the state of ritual purity that pilgrims must be wear-
ing at the beginning of both Hajj and Umrah.

FIGURE 2. Step by step pilgrimage to Makkah journey.

2) TAWAF
Tawaf is the process of circumambulation around the Ka’bah
for seven times in an anti-clockwise direction. Pilgrims start
the process of Tawaf from the Black Stone, and complete
seven rounds. It is recommended to kiss or touch this stone
while passing by it.

3) SA’i
Sa’i is the act of walking seven times between Safa and Mar-
wah, mimicking the act of Hajar, the mother of the Prophet
Ishmael who was looking for water. Safa and Marwah are
two famous hills located to the south and north of the Ka’ba,
respectively. These hills used to be beside the GrandMosque,
but after multiple expansions, they are inside the mosque
nowadays.

4) STONING
This ritual symbolizes stoning the devil where pilgrims col-
lect twenty-one pebbles every day and throw seven pebbles
each at the three stone monuments, also known as Jamarat,.
Jamrat Al-Aqabah is the main stoning monument.

5) SACRIFICING
Depending on the type of Hajj, pilgrims might be required
to offer an animal sacrifice to God. Nowadays, pilgrims do it
though sacrifice voucher instead of doing it individually.

6) SHAVING
To exit the state of Ihram, men should either shave or trim
their hair. On the other hand, women clip strands or locks of
their hair to exit the state of Ihram.

B. THE LOCATIONS
1) MIQAT
Hajj and Umrah must be started from the Miqat, except
for the people of Makkah. In fact, there are five Miqats,
also known as Mawaqeet, that are geographically distributed
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around Makkah to make it easier for pilgrims coming to
Makkah from different directions. For example, Dhulhulaifah
is located to the north of Makkah, whereas Yalamlam is
located to the south. While passing through the Miqat, men
will put on the Ihram, the twowhite cloths without seam hems
or buttons, and make the intention to start the Hajj or Umrah.

2) AL-MASJID AL-HARAM
The Grand Mosque, also known as Al-Masjid Al-Haram,
is the mosque that surrounds the Ka’ba. Hence, pilgrims will
perform Tawaf and Sa’i in it, as the Grand Mosque also
contains the Safa and Marwah hills.

3) MINA
Mina is the place where pilgrims spend most of their time
during Hajj. Most people live in air-conditioned, fire-resistant
tents. Recently, several towers have been built in Mina to
accommodate more pilgrims. Usually, men will have separate
tents from women.

4) ARAFAT
On the second day of Hajj, all pilgrims are required to move
to Arafat and stay there until sunset. Arafat is named after a
nearby mount called Arafat. Standing in Arafat is one of the
most important rituals of Hajj.

5) MUZDALIFAH
Muzdalifah is located between Mina and Arafat. Pilgrims
head to Muzdalifah after sundown and spend the night there
until dawn. Before the sun rises, they go to Mina again to do
the stoning ritual.

6) AL-MASJID AL-NABAWI
Although visiting Madinah, which is 400 Km north of
Makkah, is not an obligatory act during Hajj, a lot of pilgrims
do visit Madinah either before Hajj or after completing their
rituals to pray in the Prophet’s Mosque, also known as Al-
Masjid Al-Nabawi, and visit the Prophet’s tomb. Having the
crowd separated over two phases indeed simplify the burden
of managing the crowds in Madinah. However, managing a
million plus visitors is still a challenging task.

III. RELATED SURVEYS
To the best of my knowledge, this is the first comprehensive
effort that surveys various aspects of ICT usage in Hajj and
Umrah. As shown in Table 2, previous efforts either focused
on a specific challenge, such as crowd management and
tracking, or simply restricted their research to a few years
back. For example, Osman and Shaout surveyed Hajj-guide
systems used for tracking the movement of pilgrims [14].
In a similar effort, Yasein and Alharthi surveyed pilgrim
tracking technologies [15]. The authors classified tracking
technologies into large area technologies such as GPS and
cellular towers, and limited area technologies such as Blue-
tooth, WiFi, NFC, RFID, among others. Visual surveil-
lance efforts for Hajj and Umrah were also surveyed [16].

FIGURE 3. Taxonomy of Hajj and Umrah ICT research based on use.

According to the author, most of these efforts focused on
counting pilgrims through either trained algorithms, such as
the Nearest Neighbor and Beyesian models or background
removal techniques, such as median filter and foreground
ratio. Intelligent evacuation management systems have also
been reviewed [17]. Moreover, mobile applications related to
Hajj were surveyed [18], [19]. In fact, more than 240 appli-
cations in Google Play have been included in this survey.
The study analyzed the applications in terms of the diversity
of offered services, the number of languages supported as
well as the rate of installation. The authors found that half
of the applications support the English language. They also
found that the application installation rate is proportional
to the availability of live streaming services. Felemban et
al. recently surveyed the literature for technologies target-
ing crowd management in Hajj [20]. They covered several
technologies including computer vision, mobile applications,
wireless networks, among others. Related to crowd manage-
ment as well, Nasir and Sunar surveyed the models used to
simulate crowds in real time [21]. Also, Shambour et al. sur-
veyed the technology related research papers that were pub-
lished in the Scientific Forum for Hajj, Umrah and Madinah
Visit Research in the past five years [22]. According to the
authors, the top two used technologies by researchers in this
field are Artificial Intelligence (AI) andmodeling/simulation.
Technologies targeting Health challenges in Hajj and Umrah
were surveyed as well [23]. Last but not least, Shambour and
Gutub surveyed papers that proposed IoT usage in serving
Hajj and Umrah [24].

IV. TAXONOMY OF ICT EFFORTS IN HAJJ AND UMRAH
During the past 30 years, many researchers all over the
world have suggested using ICT to solve various Hajj and
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TABLE 2. Comparison of this paper with existing survey and review papers on using technology in Hajj and Umrah. (Legend: Xmeans covered; × means
not covered; ≈ means partially covered.)

Umrah challenges. I have used mainly three search engines
to look for papers that tackled Hajj and Umrah challenges
from an ICT perspective, namely: IEEEXplore, ACMDigital
Library, and Google Scholar. In these professional search
engines, I used the following two keywords to search for
papers: ‘‘Hajj’’ and ‘‘Pilgrim’’. After carefully analyzing
these papers, I was able to classify them based on their use
into ten categories, as shown in Fig. 3. The first category
is services where I gathered papers that used smartphone
and social media applications to provide services to Hajjis.
It also includes papers on location based and AI customized
services. The second category gathers all the papers targeting
tracking and navigation whether with or without GPS sup-
port. The third category discusses emergency response initia-
tives as well as disaster recovery in Hajj. The fourth category
is expert systems and learning which basically summarizes
efforts to answer Hajjis’ questions on real time as well as
Hajj training systems. The Sixth category is Hajj digitization
that gathers all the papers related to Hajj management. The
seventh category is health informatics outlining papers about
disease control and prevention duringHajj. Also, health infor-
matics covered papers about real-time pilgrims’ health mon-
itoring and medical facilities planning. The eighth category
is crowd management. As the name implies, it covers papers
on crowd prediction, detection, estimation, evacuation, and
control. The seventh category is transportation that focuses on
intelligent transportation systems and traffic simulation in the
holy cities. The ninth category is about the infrastructure of
the Hajj sites and efforts to improve it. It also covers planning
proposals for better Hajj experience. The last category covers
efforts in the literature that address the issue of cybersecurity
during Hajj and privacy of pilgrims’ data.

In the rest of this section, similar papers were grouped
together in the aforementioned ten categories. Moreover, the
differences between similar efforts were highlighted. Fig. 4
shows the percentage of papers for each category in my
proposed taxonomy. With no surprise, crowd management
got the bigger chunk with 28% of the papers reviewed,
followed by both the tracking and navigation category and
the health informatics category. The distribution of papers
per year is shown in Fig. 5. It is clear from the figure that
there are two peaks. The first peak is around 2015, which

FIGURE 4. Percentage of surveyed papers per each category.

FIGURE 5. Distribution of surveyed papers over publication year.

could be explained by the deadly stampede in Mina causing
around 1,000 deaths and severe injuries [4]. The second peak
happened during the time of COVID-19 pandemic.

A. SERVICES
Many mobile applications are proposed in the literature
to provide services to pilgrims [25], [26]. For example,
Ahmad et al. proposed a context-aware smartphone frame-
work to offer services to pilgrims [27]. Their framework
depends on the cloud to provide the services. These services
are adopted based on the need of the pilgrim. Another smart-
phone based service is real-time Hajj rule extraction [28].
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This is made possible because of Arabic document segmen-
tation, which allows the polygons’ construction of the binary
image of connected components. In a similar effort, Snoussi
proposed a smartphone application to translate an Arabic
signboard on a real-time basis [29], [30]. This application
uses Outer Isothetic Cover (OIC) for segmenting the text and
Transparent Neural Network (TNN) for recognizing the text.
Sun Dial is a smartphone application that reminds pilgrims
on their five daily prayers [31]. What makes this application
unique is the sacred religious imagery that connects Muslims
to their religion. Yusur is a mobile application that uses a
preferences-based search algorithm to help pilgrims find the
Hajj and Umrah agencies that satisfy their requirements [32].
Al-Aidaroos et al. developed a smartphone application to
help pilgrims in reciting recommended Duas (sayings) while
performing the rituals [33]. Recently, Ilias and her colleagues
developed an android based mobile app specifically designed
to help group leaders managing their pilgrims [34].

A framework to transform Makkah into a smart city is
proposed in the literature [35]. This framework will help in
delivering personalized services to the pilgrims during their
journey. Location Based Services (LBS) is also proposed in
the literature with the help of Spatial Database [36]. HajjCPS
is another effort to provide location-aware services to pil-
grims during Hajj [37].

In order to provide pilgrims with the right set of services
they need, it is important to analyze the situation of pilgrims
and visitors during a specific period of the year. With the
help of deep learning, Alharthi and Alshamrani managed to
analyze the pilgrims’ characteristics during their Hajj [38].
Similarly, Elgamal and Alshamrani used machine learning to
predict the most important features of Ramadan visitors [39].
They also used dataminingmethods to find the characteristics
of pilgrims over an eight-year period [40].

The government of Saudi Arabia is also providing many
services for pilgrims whether they are coming for Umrah
or Hajj. The general administration for Hajj, Umrah and
Visit in the Principality of Madinah Region proposed using
Business Intelligence (BI) to support the decision-making
process and develop services and initiatives that overcome
real challenges [41]. The Deputy of Al-Masjid An-Nabawi
Affairs under the supervision of the Presidency for the Affairs
of the Two Holy Mosques used electronic screens, SMS,
a web-based portal, and smartphone applications to provide
electronic services and to communicate with pilgrims and
visitors [42]. The effectiveness of digital signage around the
Prophet’s Mosque in Madinah has been studied as well [43].
In fact, several recommendations were given to improve the
digital signage system. NFC was also used to deliver a wide
range of services, such as, but not limited to: faster checkpoint
processing as NFC-enabled smart devices could hold official
documents as well as medical records, faster check-in at
hotels, e-wallets, pilgrim identification following a disaster,
easy access to awareness material through kiosks, guiding
lost pilgrims, among others [44] [45]. A recent study showed

high satisfaction among pilgrims with regards to the services
they got during Hajj [46].

Social media-based services were also proposed in the
literature. Yamin et al. proposed Hajj Mabrour, which is a
smartphone application that is integrated with social media
to help in Hajj management [47]. This App enhances situa-
tional awareness by sending real-time notifications for users.
Musleh proposed TAGHREED, which is a comprehensive
real-time analysis and visualization tool for tweets [48]. This
analysis is beneficial in understanding pilgrims’ opinions
about the services they received. Also, big data analysis tools,
such as Spring XD, Hadoop, Hive, and MS Excel, were
used to collect, refine, and visualize tweets about services in
Hajj [49]. Sentiment analysis helps in measuring pilgrims’
opinions about a specific service, and hence, enhances that
service. In fact, Holy Tweets is another initiative that analyzes
the Quranic verses shared by Muslims in Twitter [50]. These
verses were categorized into 14 categories, one of them was
worship where verses expound on various acts of worship,
such as pilgrimage.

Services offered for pilgrims in airports were evaluated
from the moment of arrival until departure by bus using infor-
mation systems business process evaluation techniques [51].
On the other hand, Majrashi studied the user experience of
pilgrims using of several Hajj mobile applications by inter-
viewing 16 pilgrims [52]. The study also reviewed the needs
for services among pilgrims. Since many of the services are
delivered using websites and web services, Shambour and his
colleagues evaluated the websites of three main Hajj service
providers [53] [54]. The authors evaluated the performance
of the websites according to the four criteria approved by
Alexa [55]. The best websites were the Islamic Network with
a score of 4.13 out of 5 and thewebsite of theMinistry for Hajj
and Umrahwith a score of 4.07 out of 5. Similarly, Al-Khalifa
used heuristics to evaluate the usability of theMinistry of Hajj
and Umrah’s website in Saudi Arabia [56]. Al-Khalifa et al.
also evaluated the accessibility and usability of many ser-
vices of the Saudi E-government initiative [57]. Among these
services was the Hajj Public Query that was offered by the
Ministry of Interior in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia [58].
Lubis et al. proposed using CRM for managing Hajj portal
websites [59]. Saiful Islam et al. proposed using computa-
tional techniques to analyze human-survey interaction [60].
The goal of the study was to find unreliable data collectors
based on the data they collected.

B. TRACKING AND NAVIGATION
Pilgrims’ tracking was addressed by many papers in the
literature [61]. PilgrimTrackr [62] and e-Mutawwif [63] are
just two examples of many initiatives to track pilgrims on
a real-time basis through web-based systems. In a similar
effort, Touir et al. proposed an architecture enabling the
tracking of pilgrims during Hajj [64]. Alhazmi et al. pro-
posed using a web-based spatial crowdsourcing application to
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allow campaign leaders to track their respective pilgrims [65].
Mantoro and his colleagues proposed a smartphone-based
tracking system for Hajj [66]. The idea behind this pro-
posal is to use the already available devices with pilgrims
instead of introducing new devices to them, which makes
this solution more affordable compared to others. The system
will help locating lost pilgrims. Moreover, systems using
the Internet of Things (IoT) were also proposed to monitor,
locate and track lost pilgrims [67], [68]. Missing-pilgrims
tracking using GPS and Arduino board was also proposed
in the literature [69]. Also for tracking missing pilgrims,
Hidayat et al. recently proposed using both RFID and GPS
to achieve this goal [70]. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
have also been heavily used for tracking pilgrims. In one
of the examples, mobile sensor units have been given to
pilgrims [71], [72]. These units are composed of nothing
but a microcontroller, an antenna and a GPS chip. Through
a pre-installed network of fixed units, pilgrims’ locations
are mapped into a geographical information system (GIS).
Specifically for Tawaf, Koshak and Fouda [73] used GPS
enabled devices to track pedestrians. The goal of their study
was to analyze the changes in the pedestrian movement
behavior over time. They concluded that it is necessary to
move obstacles in order to allow smoother crowd movement.
Kanakri et al. proposed using a cloud-based decision system
to alert the pilgrims in case of any violation of the rituals [74].
The system could detect the location of the pilgrim using
GPS and inform him/her through a dedicated smartphone
application. In fact, tracking is not only for people. Al-Subhy
et al. proposed a way to track lost objects during Hajj using
invisible Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags [75].
Pilgrims can inquire about lost items through a web-based
portal.

Not all pilgrim tracking proposals in the literature depend
on GPS. For instance, RF-based compact ear connected
devices were used to form a low-energy local wireless net-
work for local positioning. These devices are super cheap and
do not require high power consumption. The RF transceiver
uses multichannel super-regenerative configuration [76].
In addition to local positioning, this system is able to provide
multilingual speech translation as well. UbiTrack is another
example of a smartphone-based tracking system that is not
dependent on GPS [77]. Instead, it uses Human Activity
Recognition (HAR) through various advanced sensors in the
smart device to expect human activity in real time. In another
effort, HAR is used to predict the probability of a pilgrim
being lost in a crowd by looking at a pilgrim’s movements
and comparing them to typical lost person movements [78].
In another GPS independent effort, Anwar et al. proposed an
offline tracking initiative that is based on an ad-hoc network
connection [79]. Furthermore, smartphones can also help in
the tracking and identification of pilgrims [80]. Via cellular
networks, pilgrim locations are shared with a central server
governed by Hajj authorities. Moreover, deep learning and
convolutional neural networks had been used for pilgrims’
detection [81]. To solve the challenge of identifying pilgrims

with no IDs, Elgamal et al. proposed using the Viola-Jones
algorithm for pilgrims’ face recognition [82]. To make the
proposal more practical, the authors used Discrete Fourier
Transformation (DFT) to reduce dimensionality, and hence,
shorten the algorithm run-time. Similarly, Alharbey et al.
proposed usingYolo v4 for detecting human faces duringHajj
for crowd management purposes [83].

Several proposals were given for Hajj electronic guides.
Shout and Othman proposed an intelligent guide system for
Hajj using GPS [84], [85]. This system will help pilgrims
navigate through unfamiliar areas and find points of interest
in their language. The engineering requirements for the Per-
sonal Hajj E-guide are studied as well [86]. The main idea
of this guide is to cross check the location of the pilgrim
with the ritual and alert him/her in case of any discrepan-
cies. Also, it helps the government officials send location-
specific alerts. In addition, the proposed E-guide is capable
of counting the number of rounds in specific rituals, such
as Tawaf and Sa’i. A similar effort, but for Umrah, was
proposed by Alhogail et al. and named Umrah E-Guide [87].
Moreover, crowdsourced social network data could be used
to optimize navigation to points of interest (POIs) [88]. Sim-
ilarly, Kanakri and Tawalbeh invented an iOS-based mobile
application that provides pilgrims with dynamic interactive
maps and the optimum routes to their destinations [89].
The application determines the optimal path based on the
crowdedness level gathered by the WSN. Semantic Multi-
media Routing Algorithm (SMRA) was also suggested to
find the fastest or shortest path in real-time by answering
multimedia spatio-temporal queries through an indexed spa-
tial big data environment [90]. Furthermore, Hamhoum and
Kary proposed using dynamic public signage to help pilgrims
navigating densely crowded spots at the sacred places [91].
As a last example, Seraj is a location-aware smartphone
application that tracks location through image recognition
and geo-location [92]. Augmented Reality (AR) is used in
this application to enrich the pilgrim experience when visiting
heritage cites.

Systems used for managing pilgrims generate a lot of
data. Hence, researchers proposed several initiatives to track
pilgrims using data analysis. Felemban et al. proposed a
framework to analyze the data gathered from the applications
of Hajj services [93]. The gathered data could be analyzed to
find out the behavior of pedestrian movements during Hajj.
Muaremi and othersmonitored the activities ofmany pilgrims
using smartphones and wearable devices for 8 days [94]. The
study highlighted the challenges in collecting such a large
amount of data in such a difficult environment. The goal
of the study was to recognize the various types of activities
as well as discover stressful situations and health issues for
pilgrims. The authors also used wearable devices to detect the
type of pilgrims’ prayer [95]. ST-Diary is another initiative by
Ahmad and his colleagues to allow pilgrims to add collocated
points of interest (CPOI) in a crowdsourcing manner [96].
A similar project is called I-Diary where geo-tagged multi-
media are leveraged to allow users to generate a digital diary
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through aggregating multimedia files [97]. In fact, tracking
individuals and vehicles could be made possible by analyzing
crowdsourced multimedia data [98], [99].

C. DISASTERS AND EMERGENCIES
Systems that deal with emergency situations were also pro-
posed in the literature. Dirgahayu and Hidayat proposed an
emergency system based on geo-fencing alerts [100]. In case
of an emergency, a signal locating the pilgrim will be sent to
the officials for fast action. Also, a detailed study has been
conducted to determine potential RFID use in Hajj [101].
Furthermore, Suhaib proposed a realistic evacuation simu-
lation that is based on collision avoidance [102]. Moreover,
researchers proposed systems that help in case of natural
disasters. For example, rescuing alive pilgrims should be
given priority. This could be easily known by monitoring the
heartbeat signals of pilgrims. In case of detected signals, the
location will be shared through the WPAN network using the
Zigbee protocol to the command and control center [103].
In fact, GPS enabled wearable devices can be used to solve
the problem of detecting and guiding astray pilgrims [104].
Since pilgrims are expected to be at certain places on certain
timings, it is easy to infer the potentially lost pilgrims. On a
similar effort, Mohandes developed a pilgrim identification
system that is based on RFID technology [105]. The sys-
tem is used to identify pilgrims and had been tested on
1000 pilgrims from Ivory Coast. Chandio and others pro-
posed a similar system but using both radio frequency and
GSM network [106]. Also using RFID, Binsalleeh et al. used
RFID tags to track pilgrims in case of emergency [107].
ML-EPIC (Multi-Language Empowering the Public with
Information in Crisis) is an effort to get insight from tweets
written in multiple languages during crisis events such as Hajj
crushes [108]. Another model called STSM (Spatio Temporal
Service Model) was used to predict and detect very large
crowds [109]. The model is also used to guide officials into
the optimal path to shelters in case of disasters. Similarly,
intelligent shelter allotment (ISA) [110] was suggested to
optimize the evacuation activities and define the best routes
and shelter locations. Priority-based Routing Framework for
Flying Adhoc Networks (PRoFFAN) is recently suggested
for expediting the delivery of critical image data to control
centers in case of natural disasters [111]. Hajj Gear is another
proposed system that allows pilgrims to press an SOS but-
ton that they have in their wearable sensor in case of an
emergency. Using NB-IoT and LTE-M technologies, Hajj
Gear will immediately inform their group leaders with the
information and exact location of the pilgrims in need [112].
Furthermore, Hameed proposed in 2010 comprehensive Hajj
model, including a database and a multi-lingual education
model, to solve Hajj challenges [113]. His model included
an emergency and rescue component. Lastly, Smart Pilgrim
is another effort to assist pilgrims and authorities in case
of emergency [114]. Smart Pilgrim is a contactless, and
paper-less application that leverages multiple technologies

available in today’s smartphone, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
and GPS.

D. EXPERT SYSTEMS AND LEARNING
Sulaiman et al. proposed Hajj-QAES [115], which is an
expert system that is smart enough to answer all the questions
the pilgrim might have in real time. Hajj-QAES is designed
to handle both basic and advanced questions. It could help
in educating pilgrims in the Hajj preparation phase as well.
M-Hajj [116] is a similar initiative that uses Case Based
Reasoning (CBR) and Decision Trees to come up with the
optimal answers. It was implemented on Android as a proof
for the concept of the Mobile Decision Support System (M-
DSS). A hybrid approach for answering complex questions
about Hajj was also proposed in the literature [117]. This
framework used both the rule and frame approach in building
the tool. Zeki and others proposed a mobile dictionary that is
able to use voice recognition to solve the issue of pilgrims’
lack of knowledge [118]. The proposed mobile application
supported three languages and targets on closing the gap of
knowledge that many pilgrims have. In reality, many pil-
grims rely on YouTube videos to find answers for their ritual
questions. A video search engine has been proposed in the
literature to help pilgrims efficiently search for useful videos
that are related to Hajj and Umrah topics [119]. Actually,
this project is composed of two initiatives, a recommendation
system to verify if the video belongs to a specific topic, and a
database sorting mechanism. Also, a knowledge-based expert
system to ease the process of answering the questions during
Hajj has been proposed in the literature [120]. The idea is
to install kiosks in various locations in the sacred places
to facilitate the question-and-answer process. Sharef et al.
worked towards allowing self-guided education for Umrah
pilgrims [121]. The authors proposed a semantic-based ques-
tion and answering system that uses ontology for knowl-
edge representation. Ali et al. proposed a context-aware
smartphone application called Mobile Muslim Companion
that provides personalized information to pilgrims based
on the user’s context [122]. Caidi highlighted the difficulty
of finding gender-specific information rrlated to Hajj and
Umrah [123]. This is important as female pilgrims fear miss-
ing out on important rituals because of menstruation. Last but
not least, GuideMe is an initiative to remind pilgrims with the
appropriate sayings (doaa) based on the GPS location of the
smart devices [124]. As an alternative, Deep Learning (DL)
is used to analyze captured photos and predict the location
whenever the GPS signal is not available.

It is very important to teach prospective pilgrims the
basics of the Hajj rituals. In 2004, Harmain et al. proposed
a web-based Hajj training system [125]. Also using web,
Fathnan and others proposed a web-based simulation for
Hajj in order to teach the pilgrims the rituals before actually
traveling to Makkah [126]. M-Umrah is an Android based
application designed to help Malaysian Umrah pilgrims with
a step-by-step guide to complete the rituals [127]. GPS
was used to implement the location tracking functionality.
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Similarly, V-Hajj is a learning tool designed based on vir-
tual environment and multimedia technologies to motivate
elderly people to learn about the rituals before visiting the
holy land [128]–[130]. HajjGame [131] is an interesting way
proposed in the literature to teach pilgrimage the rituals in a
fun way. It is an educational-based game that follows the Role
Playing Game (RPG) methodology. Yasin and his colleagues
proposed replacing walk-through scaled models with situated
learning for training pilgrims before they arrive to the holy
lands [132]. In fact, they proposed utilizing an avatar in the
3D virtual reality environment to train pilgrims with various
rituals such as Tawaf and Sa’i. Another effort to educate
the pilgrims before coming to the holy land used Virtual
Reality (VR) [133]. It has been implemented on a mobile
application and tested with pilgrims from Bangladesh. Also
using VR, Rahim et al. developed a 3D Tawaf simulation for
educating Malaysian pilgrims [134]. Recently, Salleh et al.
also proposed a VR-based Hajj teaching system [135]. The
Free Hajj [136] is another VR-based mobile app that offers
six services, namely: Hajj series, Hajj series guide, Arabic
language translation, floor plans, FAQs, and an instruction
guide. Also, the use of 360 degree videos was proposed in
addition to the VR engine to help the pilgrims to practice
the rituals before arriving to the holy land [137]. Moreover,
Myo Armband [138] was used to simulate the throwing
experience in Jamaraat [139]. The author also measured the
speed of the stone using a specialized application called sport
speed gun. Computer Games were also used in teaching
pilgrims. Abdur Rahman and Hossian proposed a cyber game
that acts as a training tool for potential pilgrims [140]. The
game could also be played physically during the ritual to
incentivize pilgrims to share data on a crowdsourcing fash-
ion. Sultan also proposed a game for teaching prospective
pilgrims the rituals [141]. The same author also designed an
interactive digital story map application for Makkah [142].
Through smart phones, this story map could be considered
as an electronic tour guide that every pilgrim can have in his
pocket. In a similar effort, Alzahrani et al. proposed a mobile
application that is using Integrated Multimedia Maps (IMM)
through which users can enjoy interactive storytelling [143].
Pilgrim Trail is an idea suggested to allow people who cannot
join the Hajj physically to experience what it looks like
through a website or mobile app [144]. Pilgrim Trail also
enables the pilgrim to remotely participate in various types
of activities and to record thoughts and feelings, and share
them with other virtual pilgrims. In fact, pilgrims can now
see the development of the Prophet’s Mosque in Madinah
over centuries using 3D imagery [145]. With the help of a
VR headset, a real-time navigation experience is now possible
for all who are interested in understanding the history of
this heritage. A similar effort has been made for Makkah,
called Digital Makkah [146]. Finally, Bhatti et al. proposed
a learning system architecture that is based on multimedia.
The proposed system is composed of animated and interac-
tive videos that would create a virtual tour for performing
Hajj [147].

E. HAJJ MANAGEMENT DIGITIZATION
A Hajj management system, also known as e-Hajj, supports
the Hajj candidates in their journey starting from the regis-
tration phase until the repatriation [148], [149]. In a similar
effort, Sami and AlHakami proposed an online Hajj manage-
ment system [150]. Al-Hashedi and others designed a com-
prehensiveHajj management solution for Hajj that is based on
RFID technology [151]. The proposed system includes sev-
eral services, such as luggage tagging, visa support, as well
as pilgrim tagging. Al-Hashedi also defined all the processes
for the RFID implementation in the Hajj management system
using Strategic Information Systems Planning (SISP) [152].
Recently, the blockchain technology was proposed to help
issuing and controlling Hajj and Umarh Permits [153], [154]
Especially in countries with large Muslim populations, gov-
ernments usually assign special Hajj organizers in order to
ease the process of registration. In order to digitize such ser-
vices, the first step is to do Business Process Re-engineering
(BPR) [155]. In fact, many people will not get a chance
to perform Hajj specially in Islamic countries with large
populations. For example, the Hajj quota in Indonesia was
150,000 pilgrims/year, but the number of people registered
for Hajj is 40million. Hence, it is typical to wait for more than
10 years after registration before getting a chance to perform
Hajj. Another effort used both fuzzy logic and hill-climbing
optimization models to objectively decide who should go
for Hajj [156]. The authors build their optimization model
based on seven parameters, including age, health, and job.
Solving the same issue, Putri et al. developed a conceptual
model of the pilgrimage system in Indonesia [157]. This
model demystifies the complex problem of Hajj digitization
and paves the road to maintain customer trust and loyalty in
using electronic services for Hajj and Umrah. Another idea
was proposed recently in the literature to solve this issue
of transparent pilgrims’ selection. Shaheen suggested imple-
menting a centralized mobile based Hajj reservation system
in Saudi Arabia that chooses the pilgrims using awell-defined
points based policy [158]. Bangladesh is another example of
an Islamic country with a large population. As part of the
Digital Bangladesh campaign, the government launched an
online Hajj information management system [159]. The por-
tal provides many services, such as information verification,
location registration, health status logging and flight details
for each pilgrim, among others [160]. The system allows
effective communication between pilgrims and their relatives
back home during Hajj. Finally, Alharthi suggested using
digital currencies to help in the organization andmanagement
of Hajj and Umrah activities [161].

F. HEALTH INFORMATICS
The Ministry of Health in Saudi Arabia is collaborating
with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
in the USA to initiate a Hajj Mobile Disease Surveillance
System (Hajj-MDSS), which allows rapid detection of infec-
tious diseases during Hajj. Hajj-MDSS will help enhance
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prevention and control measures through real-time surveil-
lance [162]. Al-Shammari et al. proposed a computational
epidemic simulation framework that helps analyze the trans-
mission of diseases during Hajj [163]. Al-Shammari and
Mikler also used modeling to better understand the spread
of infectious diseases, such as influenza (H1N1) and MERS-
CoV (Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus) [164].
Recently, agent-based modeling was used to predict the pos-
sible scenarios of disease spread in the Grand Mosque during
the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic [165], [166]. Also, a concep-
tual framework for a Hajj Health Control System has been
proposed in the literature [167]. The main idea behind it
is to use big data analytics in order to prevent diseases.
The same authors surveyed the approaches leveraging big
data analytics to detect outbreaks of diseases in global
mass gatherings like Hajj [168]. Furthermore, Alanezi et al.
studied the use of social networking for managing infec-
tious diseases during Hajj [169]. Through questionnaires and
interviews, they concluded that social networking could be
used as a tool for Infectious Disease Management (IDM).
A similar effort used supervised machine learning methods
in order to detect self-reported flu cases in twitter [170].
Recently, the Saudi Data and Artificial Intelligence Author-
ity (SDAIA) developed a couple of mobile applications
to manage and control COVID-19 in the Kingdom, such
as Eatamarna, Sehhaty and Tawakkalna [171]. The role of
these applications to manage Hajj and Umrah was high-
lighted by Basahel and her colleagues [172]. Furthermore,
a recent study showed that the Eatamarna application, used
for booking Umrah slots, was greatly improving the pil-
grims’ Umrah experience [173]. In reality, the Kingdom was
ready to fight COVID-19 as it had experience with fight-
ing MERS-CoV. The information technology based efforts
used to deal with MERS-CoV in 2014 was highlighted by
Al-Tawfiq and Memish [174]. In an effort to suppress the
outbreak of disease during Hajj, aerial photography had
been used to estimate the use of face masks during the
Hajj [175], [176].

To provide medical care for pilgrims during Hajj, the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia prepared 25 hospitals with a
total capacity of 5000 beds, 500 of which are for Inten-
sive Care Units. These hospitals and healthcare centers are
connected to the central Command and Control Center in
Makkah, which uses the latest e-health surveillance sys-
tems for real-time reporting of medical emergencies during
Hajj [177]. In fact, many papers proposed using technology
to improve health care facilities. For example, Hijry and
Olawoyin used machine learning algorithms to predict the
length of stay of pilgrims in the emergency department during
Hajj [178]. The length of stay is an important metric to mea-
sure the quality of medical care of any hospital. Also targeting
emergency rooms, Jassas et al. designed and implemented an
e-health smart networked system that decreases the required
time of serving a large number of patients during Hajj, par-
ticularly in emergency and accident situations [179]. This
was made possible by transferring data from patients’ bodies

gathered by medical sensors to the cloud via WSN. In addi-
tion, Saudi Red Crescent analyzed the effect of automatic call
center localization of the caller on the ambulance resource
management [180]. This study found that the caller location
helped expediting the emergent response of medical service.
Moreover, digital pen and paper technology was proposed to
facilitate capturing the information quickly and accurately in
the health sector [181]. Business intelligence will then kick in
to represent the captured data in statistical accumulations and
generate graphs for real-time decision making. Furthermore,
Reinforcement Learning was used to support decisions with
regard to disaster management in the medical centers [182].
In fact, the importance of using pilgrims health information
instantaneously is obvious. Nafea et al. proposed a frame-
work for health tracking using Electronic Health Records
(EHR) [183]. This framework is believed to minimize the
time taken to act in case of any emergency in Hajj. Recently,
Aljohani et al. recommended integrating several health plat-
forms in order to provide instantaneous access to pilgrims’
medical information, which lead to improved performance
and better decision-making [184]. Lastly, the severity level
of electromagnetic fields generated by telecommunications
companys’ towers had been studied in the central area of
Makkah and the holy sites in order to assess the possible effect
on the health of the pilgrims and visitors [185]. The authors
concluded that the levels are within acceptable national and
international standards.

Researchers suggested using wearable devices to monitor
various aspects of pilgrims’ health. For Instance, the rela-
tionship between stress that pilgrims are facing and sleep
patterns is studied in the literature, thanks to the wearable
sensors [186]. In a similar effort, the vital signs of pilgrims,
such as heartbeat and temperature, had been monitored [187].
The system uses GPRS to communicate any emergencies
to the Command and Control Center. GPS is used to locate
the pilgrim in need. Another health monitoring system that
is based on Adroiuno wearable devises was proposed in
the literature [188]. These wearable devises enable a timely
response in case of medical emergencies. In addition, Abu
Elkhail and Baroudi proposed a real-time health monitoring
system that is based on mobile clustering [189]. In their
proposal, the crowd is divided into small clusters called
piconets. The intra-piconet communication happens via Blue-
tooth, while inter-piconet communication happens either via
Wi-Fi or 3G/4G. In a similar effort, Alabsi and Abdulrah-
man invented an e-medical interpreter which is a smartphone
application that bridges the communication gap between the
pilgrims and healthcare workers [190]. The application was
supplied with images and sounds from various languages,
such as Arabic, English, French, Urdu, Hindi and Malay.
A medical bracelet was also suggested as an identification
tag in case of medical emergency [191]. Finally, machine
learning was used to classify the ability of potential pilgrims
to perform Hajj [192]. The authors used supervised learning
to analyze millions of EHR to prioritize pilgrims with good
health conditions.
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G. CROWD MANAGEMENT
Hajj Crowd management is one of the hottest areas in Hajj
and Umrah research when it comes to utilizing ICT. More
than one fourth of all papers surveyed in this paper were
targeting crowd management in one way or another. This is
because stampedes have caused fatalities in the past. Isam
and his colleagues proposed a stampede avoidance system
that uses an E-wrist belt and Wemos D1 [193]. They have
usedmachine learning to estimate the likelihood of stampedes
by assessing the data gathered from various kinds of sen-
sors. Also on stampede avoidance, the viola-jones algorithm
was used for stampede monitoring [194]. In addition, the
effect of panic on crowd evacuation has been studied as
well [195]. Information entropy was used to model the panic.
The stampede in 2015 has been simulated to verify the linkage
between the number of pedestrians and entropy. Furthermore,
Mitchell et al. used the RFID technology through a mobile
app to control the crowd [196]. In a similar effort, Yamin et al.
suggested using RFID tags and wireless technologies in order
to implement a crowd management system [197], [198].
Hashish and Ahmed used WSN rings overlay in addition
to RFID tags to control the crowd [199]. Alqahtani also
proposed using WSN along with Massive MIMO for crowd
monitoring [200]. In fact, game theory was also suggested
for the purpose of optimally moving the crowd from one
holy site to the other [201]. Mean field games are used to
optimize the velocity and direction to each ritual. Similarly,
a framework for smart crowd monitoring and management
has been proposed in the literature [202]. What makes this
framework unique is the fact that the focus is on monitoring
paths that interconnect sites in the sacred places. This helps
in the proactive discovery of potential issues and the ability
to predict big crowds faster. iCrowd is another framework
that uses wearables to monitor the crowd movement in real
time [203]. It is able to do this by saving the location of
millions of pilgrims and do the analytics online. Crowds
also had been analysed using social network analysis with
the Scale Free Network (SFN) [204]. An AR based smart-
phone application was also used to manage the crowd during
Hajj [205]. Last but not least, smart street was proposed to
solve the Hajj crowd issue [206]. With the help of wireless
sensor networks and distributed fog nodes, LED lights are
used for managing the crowd.

Some efforts focused on solving the issue of manag-
ing the crowd in a specific location such as the Grand
Mosque [207], [208] and, [209]. Yassein used simulation to
regulate access of the crowd to El-Salam gate at Al-Masjid
Al-Haram during peak times [210]. Also, researchers worked
on solving the crowd issue in the Prophet’s Mosque. As an
example, simulation was used to manage the crowd enter-
ing public washrooms next to AlMasjid AlNabawi [211].
Also related to Al-Masjid Al-Nabawi, Al-Ahmadi and others
studied the crowd dynamic in the visiting corridor in front
of the prophet’s tomb [212]. The goal of this simula-
tion is to optimize the flow rate of pilgrims and visitors.

In Virtual Tawaf, Finite State Machine (FSM) was used
to find out collision-free trajectories during tawaf [193].
Another effort used FSM to simulate the crowd movement
for kissing the Black Stone during Tawaf [207]. Also target-
ing Tawaf, A* algorithm was suggested in addition to the
RVO sensor to simulate the pilgrims’ movement during the
circumference activity [213]. The social force model was also
used to simulate multi-group crowds in the Tawaf area [214].
Cellular Automata was also proposed for multi-floor tawaf
simulation [215]. In fact, neural network was proposed to
determine pedestrians’ ability tomakemovements out of their
route.Wulansari proposed using steering behavior to simulate
the crowd in the tawaf area [209]. Controlling the crowd at
the Sa’i site was also tackled [216]. Almoaid et al. studied
Tawaf and Sa’i jointly using ExtendSim, which is a discrete
event simulation tool [217]. Other efforts focused on crowd
management in Mina, which is a very important part of a
pilgrim’s journey, as pilgrims stay in Mina the most. IoT was
used in addition to cloud computing to achieve congestion
avoidance in the Mina area [218]. Felebman and Rehman
designed and implemented a portal that helps scheduling the
movements of pilgrims based on their Hajj establishments
on specific parts of the rituals such as the stoning [219].
Also trying to solve the issue of crowd management in the
Jamarat area, Almshat and his colleagues proposed using
an interconnected system of computer surveillance devices
to control crowd movements and provide guidance in the
stoning areas [220], [221]. Alternatively, Amer and Almatrafi
proposed using a multi-agent architecture to handle the nego-
tiation betweenHajj authorities andHajj establishments to set
up the times [222].

One of the main challenges in crowd management is how
to accurately measure the number of people in the crowd.
Musa et al. proposed crowd reckoning to estimate pilgrims’
headcount through still images [223]. Such a mechanism
works best in large crowds, which makes it very much suit-
able for Hajj. In fact, social media applications could be a
good source for high-quality gigapixel images uploaded by
pilgrims [224]. Sajid et al. used adaptive thresholding to
count the people in the crowd [225]. Also targeting crowd
prediction, He et al. proposed two deep architectures for pre-
dicting crowd flow accurately [226]. Smartcrowd is another
initiative that uses mobile cloud computing for crowd estima-
tion [227]. In addition, machine learningwas used to solve the
problem of counting pilgrims. Using R-CNN, it is possible
now not only to count the number of pilgrims in the crowd, but
also to determine their gender and estimate their age [228].
Likewise, Habib et al. suggested using Faster Region CNN
to achieve accurate computer vision-based crowd manage-
ment [229]. CNN was also used for crowd density estimation
at Al-Masjid Al-Haram in Makkah with 70% accuracy [230].
In fact, crowd density is one of the major threats to crowd
safety [231]. Moreover, fuzzy logic was used to control the
crowd. It enabled researchers to create an alert system to keep
the crowd safe in case of emergency [232]. The same group
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also used Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) to predict the
direction of dense crowds [233]. Additionally, Seddiq et al.
utilized unsupervised clustering to detect crowd congestion
during Hajj and Umrah [234]. Bamaqa et al. proposed using
Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) to allow the predic-
tion of potential overcrowding through anomalies in crowd
movements [235]. Moreover, bracelets were given to pil-
grims to alert the officials in case of congestion [236]. These
bracelets talk to towers via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).
Also using BLE, Jamil et al. proposed a hybrid participatory
sensing architecture for hajj crowd management [237], [238].
The proposed system offloaded the location advertisement
to BLE tags through smart phones. Hamid and Mousatfa
proposed a radio prorogation model that minimizes distance
estimation errors in crowded environments [239]. This model
was verified experimentally in the Prophet’s Mosque by mea-
suring the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) of BLE
devices in both crowded and uncrowded settings. Finally,
Khan et al. proposed analyzing video feed using computer
vision algorithms to measure the crowdedness of a specific
location [240].

Since early 2000’s, computerized systems were proposed
to guide and control the crowds in Hajj [241]. Likewise,
Al-shalani et al. proposed a GPS-based mobile app for crowd
control [242]. This application is Android based and is avail-
able in six languages, namely: Arabic, English, French, Span-
ish, Italian, and Turkish. Rehman and Felemban implemented
an interactive tool to help scheduling crowd movements
safely [243]. A recent initiative to ease the crowd movement
by the government is to group all the pilgrims into several
establishments based on their countries. Felemban and others
also proposed an advanced scheduling mechanism for these
establishments that is safe duringHajj. This schedulingmech-
anism adheres to the spatio-temporal constraints of the ritual.
It specifies which train, route and stops every group will pass
by [244]. A pilgrim-centric crowd management approach
had also been proposed in the literature [245]. Electronic
means, such as electronic billboards (EBBs), SMS messages,
audio- video Hajj podcasts, pre-recorded TV clips, among
others, were used to increase the pilgrims awareness on the
hazards of poor crowd management and how stampedes are
avoided. Additionally, Jiang et al. proposed ULCM (Ultra
Large-scale Crowd Monitoring) initiative [246]. To be able
to achieve crowd intelligence in real time, UCLM used UAV
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) that are equipped with LiDAR
sensors and HD cameras. Miao et al. also suggested using
UAVswith the help of airborne LiDAR (ALORID) to manage
the crowd [247]. Dealing with pilgrims in a flow as particles
in a fluid is what Moore et al. tried to do [248]. Thanks
to hydrodynamic lenses, visual surveillance is now possible.
This will help in detecting abnormal crowd behavior early on
to prevent serious injuries. Zawbaa et al. went the extra mile
by classifying the behavior of the cloud using machine learn-
ing algorithms. They have used K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Random Forests (RF)

classifiers to identify human events, such as walking, sitting,
and even smiling. They manage to do so by analyzing real-
time videos. Furthermore, operation research was proposed
to control the crowd in the stoning sight [249], as well as in
the pilgrims’ journey between Arafat and Muzdalifa which is
called ‘‘Alnafra’’ [250].

Simulation and modeling were heavily used in Hajj crowd
management. Back in 2009, Narain et al. proposed a novel
crowd simulation technique using both discrete agents as
well as continuous systems [251]–[253]. Similarly, a crowd
simulation based on an intelligent agent was proposed in the
literature [254]. The intelligent agent is able to mimic nat-
ural crowd behavior. AbdurRahman and his colleagues also
proposed an agent-based crowd simulation for Hajj [255].
His model utilizes parallel programming advancement using
Graphics ProcessingUnits (GPUs) to be able to simulate large
crowds and check organization plans beforehand. Similarly,
Abdul Majid et al. proposed useing GPUs to simulate in a
parallel fashion the navigational behaviors of agent-based
crowd models during Hajj. The use of GPUs boosted the
performance of the simulator [256]. In fact, the idea of using
computer simulation in crowd management was proposed
earlier as well [257], [258]. Mahmood et al. suggested using
an agent-based simulation framework to assess the crowd
evacuation strategies during Hajj [259]. Felemban et al. pro-
posed a platform called CAEPM (Capacity Aware Evacua-
tion Planning using Multimodal Transportation) which used
multi-modal transportation to evacuate pilgrims in case pf
disasters [260]. Train location and bus movements were
tracked through GPS and used to build the platform. The
same author recently proposed a novel modeling tool for
scheduling crowd movement in Mina [261]. Also targeting
crowd evacuation plans, Alqurashi and Altman proposed an
agent-based framework that is multi-level and multi-stage
to automate the decision-making process in case of emer-
gency [262]. They have used their model to simulate the
crowd dynamics on the rooftop of Al-Masjid Al-Haram.
Likewise, the crowd visiting the prophet’s graveyard and
praying in Rawdah had also been simulated [263]. Also,
Golas et al. suggested applying a continuummodel that repli-
cates crowd turbulence [264]. Other researchers tried to
approach the crowd management issue by comparing it to
complex network management [265]. By doing so, the crowd
data could be analyzed using degree centrality, closeness
centrality and betweenness centrality. Recently, the impact
of panic propagation dynamics on high density crowd move-
ment has been analyzed. The degree of panic is measured
through panic entropy. Numeric simulation is used to find the
relationship between density and velocity of the crowd [266].
Similarly, Zhao et al. modeled pedestrian merging dynam-
ics at T-shaped street junctions using Aw-Rascle dynamic-
flow model [267]. Furthermore, an agent-based model was
proposed to analyze pedestrians dynamics. Researchers
studied the effect of changing density, configurations of
the environment of groups of pedestrians using computer
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simulation [268], [269]. Recently, Kurdi et al. used model-
ing to simulate the emergency evacuation in the stoning
area [270].

H. TRANSPORTATION
Transportation used to be one of the main challenges in Hajj
and Umrah. Statistics show that 94% of foreign pilgrims
arriving to Saudi Arabia in 2019 came by Air [13]. Since the
airport is not located in Makkah, buses used to be the main
transportation method to and from the sacred sites. To under-
stand bus movements in Hajj, Felemban and his colleagues
implemented an interactive platform that analyzes GPS
traces of more than 20,000 buses during Hajj [271], [272].
Abdeen et al. invented a parking spot allocation algorithm for
parking allocation. The proposed system considered real-time
street traffic while choosing the optimal parking spot [273].
Al-Shariff et al. suggested using an Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS) that is based on both Autonomous Electric
Vehicles (AEVs) and IoT [274]. A pilot project had been
implemented to regulate the traffic on Quba Boulevard in
Madinah. Also in Madinah, Tayan et al. modeled the trans-
portation system in the central district [275]. The simulation
showed a big room for improvement and recommendations
were given to improve both the traffic movement as well
as the evacuation plan. Tayan and Binali used computer
simulations to model the road traffic during hajj using net-
working concepts [276]. IoT was also proposed to help in
solving traffic jams during Hajj [277]. Likewise, IoT was
also recommended to manage the road traffic lights in the
city of Makkah during Hajj [278]. By sensing the level of
crowdedness in the road, real time decisions will help in
easing the jams instantaneously. Moreover, RFID gates were
proposed to automatically detect buses moving in prohibited
times or locations [222]. Similarly, RFID was also suggested
for tracking and controlling pilgrims’ shuttle buses [279].
Moreover, Dhaou proposed using RFID to stop unauthorized
pilgrims from riding buses [280]. The author also suggested
using GPS to track buses in the sacred places during their
journeys. In fact, Automatic Sorting Centers are also pro-
posed in the literature to help in easing traffic congestion at
the entrance of Makkah city as well as at the holy sites [281].
Using an RFID bracelet, there is no need for manual checking
of individual pilgrims at checkpoints. RFID and GIS tech-
nologies were combined together in order to monitor and
control bus movements from Arafat to Muzdalifah, which
is considered on of the major bottlenecks during Hajj [282].
Tayan et al. usedmodeling to resolve traffic bottlenecks in the
Holy sights transportation system [283]. Recently, Alhuthali
and his colleagues invented a traffic flow monitoring system
that is based on MATLAB vision tool. The system not only
can count vehicles, but is able also to classify these vehi-
cles into small, medium and large in order to facilitate traf-
fic management [284]. Finally, Multi-Modal Transportation
Network (MMTK) was developed to ease the planning of
pilgrims’ transportation during Hajj days [36]. The network

includes various transportation modes, such as bus routes,
train networks and pedestrian paths.

I. INFRASTRUCTURE AND PLANNING
Mina is considered the largest tent city in the world because
it hosts more than 10,000 tents during Hajj. One of the
main issues with tents is the fact that they might catch
fire quickly. In fact, several fire incidents were reported in
the Mina area that resulted in fatalities. Mojamed proposed
Smart Mina, which is a wireless network infrastructure for
smart-fire detection in Mina using LoRaWAN [302]. Also,
optimization techniques were used to find the optimal dis-
tribution of tents in Mina to improve the efficiency and
increase the capacity [311]. In addition, Yasein et al. proposed
the use of IoT to transform the camps in Mina into smart
ones [298]. In fact, IoT could be utilized in other ways.
For example, Elhassan proposed a smart waste management
system based on IoT [285]. The system uses ultrasonic and
humidity sensors to sort out organic waste in the trash bins.
Aziz and his colleagues laid down the engineering require-
ments for implementing an indoor smart space in Al-Masjid
Al-Haram in Makkah [300]. The proposed smart space uses
IoT technology to provide convenient and intelligent services
to the pilgrims as well the local authorities. Smart surveil-
lance cameras were also suggested for managing access and
achieving a high level of security control during Hajj [290].
Furthermore, Al-Otaibi et al. designed an intelligent system
to control pedestrian tunnels in Makkah and Madinah [319].
The system ensures good ventilation and fast response in the
case of emergency. In a similar effort, Murad et al. proposed
an IoT- based system to monitor air quality of pedestrian
tunnels in Makkah [297]. In addition, UAV is proposed to be
used as an aerial base station in order to help absorb the huge
need for wireless coverage during Hajj [310]. UAVs could
be used for crowd analytics as well [317]. Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and K-means with ternary search (KTS)
algorithms are used to theoretically solve the problem of
optimal placement of UAVs. Mohandes suggested combining
RFID and license plate recognition (LPR) technologies to
provide access control to vehicles during pilgrimage [313].
Simply, authorized vehicles will be detected either through
the RFID readers or by getting their plate scanned using
the LPR algorithm. Last but not least, Spatial Data Infras-
tructure (SDI) was proposed to support a decision-making
process in case of emergency situations [36].

ICT was used in planning various aspects of Hajj and
Umrah as well. For instance, Deep Learning (DL) was used
to estimate the number of pilgrims visiting the holy sites
in the coming three years [306]. Moreover, Ahmed et al.
used Neural Networks (NN) and Fuzzy Inference Rules (FIR)
to estimate the Short Term Load Forecasting (STLF) of
power during Hajj [303]. STLF is very important for the
planning and maintenance optimization of power systems.
In a similar effort, Shambor et al. used Artificial Neural
Networks to forecast the electricity and water needs of pil-
grims [305]. On the other hand, Gutub andAlharthi suggested
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TABLE 3. Technology based classification for the papers surveyed.

using data visualization for proper planning for Hajj and
Umrah [294], [320]. A case study on the benefit of data
utilization in housing distribution was also presented. In addi-
iton, AI was used to solve the pilgrims’ housing problem
with more than 70% accuracy [304]. Furthermore, WSN and
IoT were used to estimate the food demand and necessary
supply during Hajj [296]. Also targeting food management
in Hajj, Radain et al. suggested using blockchain technology
as a quality control method for the pilgrims meals [289].
Morgan and Khayyat used Genetic Algorithm (GA) to opti-
mize the distribution of service points in holy sites as well
as Makkah and Madinah [321]. This methodology could be
used to optimally locate police cars, ambulances, fire trucks,
and surveillance cameras, among others. In order to find
the optimal number of sensors to be deployed in the sacred
places,Morgan et al. used Integer Linear Programming (ILP).
This is important in order to avoid wasting money on unnec-
essary sensors [301]. As a proof of the concept, the authors
analyzed the needed number of smoke detectors in the second

Saudi extension of the Prophet’s Mosque in Madinah. Lastly,
Barhamain discussed various plans to transform Makkah and
Madinah into smart cities [322]. Challenges and potential
obstacles were also discussed in this paper.

J. CYBERSECURITY AND PRIVACY
There is a limited amount of work in the literature that
addresses the issue of Cyber Security and Privacy in Hajj
and Umrah. Himdi and Sandhu proposed a lattice-based
model that allows sharing the information securely between
ministries during Hajj [323]. In 2010, Naser et al. pre-
sented nine possible security attacks affecting RFID systems
deployed in Hajj [314]. Also, IoT as a service was proposed
to manage services during Hajj [287]. The transactions are
being secured using blockchain and off-chain technologies.
Recently, Mandourah and Yamin proposed using blockchain
to manage Hajj and Umrah [288]. In their proposed frame-
work, they tried to solve the permit fraud, accommodation,
and healthcare issues using blockchain technology. Samkari
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and Gutub proposed a 3-layer security system for protect-
ing Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) of pilgrims against
cybercrimes [293]. In fact, the suggested model combined
two well-known methodologies to ensure the security of
the EMRs. The two methodologies are hybrid cryptography
and steganography. In 2017, Khan et al. surveyed around
250 mobile applications related to Hajj [18]. Recently, Sham-
bour and Gutub evaluated 471 Hajj and Umrah related apps
in Google Playstore for data privacy preservation [324].
Also, fog computing was prposed to enhance the security
and privacy of pilgrims’ data [295]. Unfortunately, other
efforts could not be found that tackle privacy preservation of
pilgrims’ private information. With the increase in number
of smart sensors and relevant applications, Blockchain and
similar technologies could be used to ensure pilgrims that
their data is stored securely.

V. TECHNOLOGY BASED CLASSIFICATION
Table 3 groups the surveyed papers based on the technology
used. As expected, smartphone and social media is by far
the largest group. This is because of the high smartphone
penetration rates worldwide. Modeling and simulation comes
second with around 40 surveyed papers. The advancements
in computation power made it possible to simulate more
complex scenarios when it comes to crowd management.
The third largest group is for GPS, with no surprise, as this
technology is vital when it comes to tracking guidance and
outdoor navigation. On the other hand, it was surprising to see
very limited usage of Zigbee, Ad-Hoc networks and Wi-Fi.
These are indeed great avenues for future research in this
field.

VI. OPEN CHALLENGES AND RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
In this section, I highlight open challenges in Hajj and Umrah
that I could be solved using information and communication
technologies. Below is a brief discussion on nine research
opportunities in the filed of using ICT to service pilgrims.

A. FINTECH
Pilgrims coming to the holy land from around the globe
would love to have an easy and secure way to buy goods
and gifts without worrying about currency exchange and
transfer rates. Also, many Muslims around the world demand
a financial e-assistant to help them go on Hajj using savings
and investment programs.

B. TOURISM
According to Kingdom’s vision 2030, the number of Umrah
visitors will be increased from 8 million to 30 million per
annum [325]. In fact, the holy land is full of historic sites that
are of extreme importance to pilgrims and visitors. For exam-
ple, Madinah has tens of prophetic mosques that were built
after incidents related to Prophet Mohammad PBUH. Nowa-
days, many pilgrims visit Madinah without getting a chance
to see these mosques or pray in them. Using mobile apps with

advanced AR/VR technologies will definitely improve their
spiritual experience.

C. LANGUAGE
Imagine that level of difficulty you face when visiting a coun-
try that you cannot speak its language? The diversity of the
pilgrims poses many serious challenges [326]. The fact that
pilgrims come frommore than 183 countries around theworld
imposes additional communication barrier as well [2]. One
way to solve this issue is using offline Arabic Handwritten
Text Recognition [327]. Such technology will help in several
aspects and will for sure improve the quality of the pilgrim
experience.

D. HARSH WEATHER
Hajj timing is based on the lunar Islamic calendar and hence
varies with respect to the Gregorian calendar. As a result, Hajj
could happen in July or August when daytime temperatures
can reach up to 50◦C. The dress code in Hajj places an
extra challenge, as men could not cover their heads. Using
some sort of wearables could help in reducing the chance of
pilgrims getting heat exhaustion and heatstroke.

E. FOOD AND BEVERAGE
Due to the potential risk of fire, the government of Saudi
Arabia does not allow pilgrims to erect their own tents or
prepare their own food during Hajj. In fact, around 86% of the
pilgrims depended on the either hotels or Hajj establishments
as their primary source of food, and less than 9% of pilgrims
cooked their food themselves. [289]. I believe that using heat
detectors and smart firefighting technology might solve this
issue.

F. PANDEMIC
Hajj is crowded in nature as densities can reach up to
9 pilgrims/m2 [2]. Such crowded environments increase the
probability of respiratory disease transmission. Thus, new
technologies could help in educating pilgrims, preventing
illness transmission and creating a healthier Hajj [328].

G. WASTE MANAGEMENT
During Hajj, Makkah city receives 4706 tons of waste per
day and around 2.5 million animals are slaughtered [329].
Makkah municipality has approximately 138 ground ware-
houses and around 1,300waste compressor boxes to deal with
waste generated from the holy sites. ICT could be used in
waste management automation as well as educating pilgrims
on the proper way to deal with different kinds of waste.

H. COMMUNICATION
As expected, many pilgrims experience difficulty in access-
ing wireless telecommunication services using smartphones
during Hajj. What happens then is that pilgrims typically
claim that the network is congested and try repeatedly to
access the network with their smartphones. As a result,
pilgrim frustration increases and network congestion gets
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worse! Advancement in 5G aswell 802.11ax could be utilized
in solving this issue.

I. ILLEGAL PILGRIMS
The main reason for overcrowding in Hajj is the large number
of illegal pilgrims who do not have valid Hajj permits [330].
These pilgrims can also be the source of the spread of disease
or security issues. Despite the fact that the harsh penalties
imposed by the government had decreased the number of
unauthorized In-Kingdom pilgrims, they still find ways to
sneak in.

VII. CONCLUSION
Hajj is considered on of the largest annual gatherings in
the world. Managing around three million people is very
challenging. Researchers from various ICT disciplines have
tried for decades to tackle these challenges using state of
the art technologies. Although several papers have surveyed
technology usage for Hajj and Umrah in the past, none of
them was comprehensive. In this survey paper, 330 refer-
ences were surveyed covering the past three decades. The
surveyed papers tried to address Hajj and Umrah challenges
using various ICT solutions. In this work, I classified prior
research efforts in the literature based on the use and need to
ten categories. In addition, I have also grouped the research
efforts into thirty three categories based on the technology
used to solve problems related to Hajj and Umrah. Finally,
I presented nine directions for future research in this area by
discussing open challenges and emerging technologies that
could be leveraged to address these challenges.
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